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What is the TFR? 
The TFR is an empirical 
relation between absolute 
magnitude and intrinsic HI 
emission line width (as a 
tracer of rotation velocity) 
that spiral galaxies follow. 
 
What’s happening 
here? 
This particular plot 
demonstrates a novel way 
of getting TFR parameters 
without having galaxy 
inclinations (See 
Obreschkow & Meyer 2013 
for more info) 

Obreschkow	  &	  Meyer,	  ApJ,	  2013,	  Vol	  777,	  pg	  140	  
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Figure 4. Absolute K-band (left) and B-band (right) magnitudes, plotted against v (red big dots, i > 75!) and w (blue small dots, all i). The lines represent the fitted
TFRs with 1-! scatter. The red dashed lines show the TFRs obtained by applying the MLE using inclination measurements, i.e., these lines are the most likely fits
to the red big dots. In turn, the blue solid lines are obtained without inclination data, by applying the inclination-free MLE, which assumes an isotropic prior on the
inclinations, i.e., "(i) = sin i. In other words, these fits are based purely on the scattered blue small dots. The numerical values of all TFRs are listed in Table 2.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

estimating the TFR with the methods that use inclinations. As
before, only galaxies with i "k > 45! are used with these methods.

Figure 2(d) shows the mean relative error #!T$ as a function
of the true q0 (for fixed assumed q "

0 = 0.2). Although the error
#!T$ slightly increases with |q0 % q "

0|, all methods turn out to
be surprisingly robust against errors in the assumed intrinsic
axis ratio. With hindsight, this finding also justifies the use of
a constant, and not well-measured, q0 in many existing TFR
studies.

4. APPLICATION TO OBSERVED DATA

This section tests the inclination-free MLE to recover the
TFRs of real galaxies. We re-analyze a well characterized
sample of H i selected galaxies used by Meyer et al. (2008)
to derive K-band and B-band TFRs with minimal observational
scatter. In selecting galaxies from the HIPASS catalogue for
this purpose, Meyer et al. included an inclination cut to nearly
edge-on galaxies with i > 75! (thus, sin i & [0.96, 1]), leading
to very reliable circular velocities v = w/ sin i. We shall use
the same samples, both with and without inclination cut, to
compare a standard TFR estimation against the inclination-free
MLE. These data allow us to test the inclination-free MLE
in more challenging circumstances, including effects such as
inclination-dependent extinction that will significantly impact
B-band magnitudes.

4.1. Reference Tully–Fisher Sample

The study of the K-band and B-band TFRs by Meyer et al.
(2008) relies on four data sets: the H i Parkes All-Sky Sur-
vey (HIPASS) Catalogue (HICAT; Meyer et al. 2004; Zwaan
et al. 2004), which provides the initial H i selected sample
with H i linewidths; the HIPASS Optical Catalogue (HOPCAT;
Doyle et al. 2005), which provides more accurate galaxy posi-
tions and aspect ratios q used to calculate the inclinations i via
Equation (1) with q0 = 0.12; the Two Micron All Sky Survey

(2MASS; Jarrett et al. 2000), providing the MK magnitudes; and
the ESO Lauberts & Valentijn catalogue (ESO-LV; Lauberts &
Valentijn 1989), providing the MB magnitudes. Those magni-
tudes have been corrected for redshift (k-correction), extinction
by dust in the Milky Way, and intrinsic extinction by the source
(details in Section 3.1 of Meyer et al. 2008). The linewidths are
taken as the H i linewidths W50, measured at the 50% level of
the peak flux density and corrected for relativistic broadening,
instrumental broadening, and turbulent motion (Section 3.2 of
Meyer et al.). To study the K-band and B-band TFRs, the log-
mass m̃ of the generic TFR (Equation (2)) is substituted for MK
and MB, and the projected velocities w are taken as w = W50/2.

Departing from the full sample of galaxies with sufficient data
in HICAT, HOPCAT, 2MASS, and ESO-LV, Meyer et al. (2008)
derived raw K-band and B-band TFRs (see their Figure 3). They
discovered that most of the scatter in these TFRs was observa-
tional, being correlated to observer-dependent quantities such
as inclination, apparent size, and large-scale flows. Restricting
the sample to inclinations i > 75!, effective semi-major axes
rmax > 15"", velocities cz > 1000 km s%1, and positions less
than 20! from the dipole equator of the cosmic microwave back-
ground, led to clean subsamples with tight K-band and B-band
TFRs over six magnitudes; the bivariate regressions quoted by
Meyer et al. are #K = %9.38 ± 0.19, !K = 0.25, #B = %8.51,
and !B = 0.33.

4.2. Recovery of the Tully–Fisher Relation

The aforementioned clean subsamples of nearly edge-on
(i > 75!) galaxies constructed by Meyer et al. (2008) contain
55 (K-band) and 36 (B-band) objects. They are displayed in
Figure 4 in the (ṽ, m̃) plane (big dots). The red dashed lines
represent the corresponding TFRs, fitted directly to the (ṽ, m̃)
points using the MLE that simultaneously optimizes all three
parameters T = ($,#, ! ) to minimize Equation (11). The fitted
TFR parameters (see Table 2) are consistent with those resulting
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Current limitations 
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Optical vs Radio rotation measures 
 
 
 
 

Wavelength	   Observed	  
Quan2ty	  

Max	  Redshi8	   Radius	  
Probed	  

Op<cal	   Hα	   Z	  ~	  1-‐1.5	   low	  

Radio	   HΙ	   z	  <	  0.1	   High	  

The	  TFR	  can	  be	  	  
inves<gated	  in	  	  
op<cal	  or	  radio.	  
	  
Op<cal	  probes	  	  
deep,	  but	  does	  not	  
necessarily	  retrieve	  the	  
full	  velocity	  profile.	  
	  
Radio	  probes	  much	  
more	  of	  the	  velocity	  
profile	  but	  is	  limited	  to	  	  
z	  <	  0.1.	  

NGC	  6946	  –	  leZ:	  Op<cal,	  right:	  Radio	  
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             What? 
             This technique 
             seeks to creates 
             an HI emission 
             spectrum with 
             increased improved 
             signal-to-noise by 
             combining several 
             HI spectra (usually 
             in an attempt to get 
             a detection from a 
             collection of non-
             detections). 

 
How? 
Rest-frame HI spectra from galaxies are created using optical redshift (or 
radio redshifts if available). These are then co-added. Signal increases 
proportional to N (the number of galaxies included) while noise increases 
as √N. 

998 S. Fabello et al.

Figure 4. A schematic representation of the fully processed ALFALFA 3D data cube. The data cubes are 2.4! " 2.4! in size and about 5500 km s#1 in velocity
range (25 MHz in frequency). The raw spectral resolution is $5.5 km s#1; the angular resolution is $4 arcmin. For each pixel, which is a point in RA, Dec.
and velocity, a value of flux density is recorded. For each target in sample A, we extract a spectrum at a given position of the sky, over the velocity range of
the data cube which contains the source. Two examples of extracted spectra are shown on the right, illustrating an H I detection (green, bottom) and an H I

non-detection (red, top).

3.1.1 Spectrum extraction

The signal from each target is integrated over a region of the data
cube centred on its 3D position. Because noise increases with the
square root of the integration area, integrating over too large a
region lowers the quality of the spectrum without increasing the
signal. Our GASS targets are always smaller then the ALFA beam
(the mean R90 for sample A is 10 arcsec), so we simply integrate
over a sky region of 4"4 arcmin2. In Fig. 4, we illustrate how we
extract spectra at two different positions in the sky inside the same
data cube. The coloured regions indicate where the spectra would
be evaluated.

The H I spectrum is a histogram of flux density S as a function
of velocity. For each velocity channel v, the corresponding flux
density Sv is obtained by integrating the signal sv(x, y) over the
spatial pixels centred at the target galaxy position, as observed by a
radio telescope of beam response pattern B:

Sv (mJy) = !x!ysv(x, y)
!x!yB(x, y)

,

where x, y are the sky coordinates (the two polarizations are kept
separated). The expression above means that the spatially integrated
profile is obtained by summing the signals over all the spatial pixels
of interest and dividing by the sum of the normalized beam B(x, y)
over the same pixels (for a detailed discussion, see Shostak & Allen
1980). The ALFALFA beam pattern can be approximated by

B(x, y) = exp

!
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2
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$

,

with "x = (2
%

2 ln 2)#1 " 3.3 arcmin, and "y = (2
%

2 ln 2)#1 "
3.8 arcmin (Giovanelli et al. 2005).

We note that we discard any spectrum if more than 40 per cent
of the pixels have a quality weight w less than 10. We also keep
track of the three strongest continuum sources in an area covering

40 " 40 arcmin2 around each source; strong continuum sources can
affect our spectra by creating standing waves.4

3.1.2 Rms evaluation

For each spectrum we need to measure the rms noise, which will
later be used as a weighting factor when we stack spectra. The rms
has to be evaluated in regions of the spectrum where there is no
emission from the target galaxy, and we also have to avoid spectral
regions where there are any spurious signals (e.g. residual RFI that
we failed to flag or H I emission from companion galaxies). In order
to define the spectral region that might contain galaxy emission, we
estimate its expected H I width as follows.

The expected width of the H I spectrum will depend on the ro-
tational velocity of the galaxy as observed along the line of sight.
We estimate the expected velocity wTF;o for each target, using the
Tully–Fisher relation. Following Giovanelli et al. (1997b), we use
the SDSS i-band magnitude [k-corrected and corrected for Galactic
and internal extinction as in equations (11) and (12) in Giovanelli
et al. (1997a)] to estimate wTF, and the measured inclination of the
galaxy to derive wTF;o. We are aware that the Tully–Fisher relation
does not hold for all morphological types and environments. We do
not think this is a major issue, because these velocities are only used
to estimate the region of the spectrum that should contain significant
signal from the galaxy.

We then fit a first-order polynomial to the baseline after excluding
the region of the spectrum containing signal from the galaxy. This
step allows us to eliminate possible gradients in the background.
(The top right panel in Fig. 4 shows an example of a spectrum
where the baseline is tilted.) We perform a robust polynomial fit
over the regions of the spectrum with high values of the quality

4 Standing waves are periodic fluctuations in the background which occur
when radiation from a strong continuum source is multiply reflected and
scattered by the telescope structure before reaching the receiver.

C& 2010 The Authors, MNRAS 411, 993–1012
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C& 2010 RAS
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Movie at https://vimeo.com/69062721 
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Simulated galaxies 1 
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Analytically solvable galaxy profiles 
A single galaxy was modeled as a disk with constant linear velocity 
(not constant rotation). This galaxy was projected to various different 
inclinations and convolved with Gaussians of varying σ/Vmax values to 
simulate different random gas velocities (dispersion). Random 
projections of this galaxy were stacked to investigate the relation 
between the FWHM of the stack, and the FWHM of the deprojected 
galaxy. 
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Simulated galaxies 2 
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Correction factor 
In order to reproduce the TFR,  
our measured stack widths must  
relate in some predictable way  
to the deprojected widths of the  
input galaxies. 
 

•              = width of stacked  
  profile 

•          = width of single  
  analytical spectra,  
  deprojected and  
  dedispersed 

•  Blue = high dispersion  
  (random gas velocities) 

•  Red = low dispersion 

W stack
50

W ref
50
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Simulated galaxies 3 
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Galaxies with differential rotation 
Galaxies were given an exponential rotation curve of the form: 
 
 
Since galaxies no longer have constant velocity profiles, we prescribe a HI 
surface density of the form: 
 
 
 

Normalised velocity v = V/Vmax
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Simulated galaxies 4 
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Low number statistic corrections 
Because galaxies enter the stack without being corrected for 
inclination, having a sample too small introduces an offset and 
scatter into           . W stack

50
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Simulated galaxies 5 
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S3-SAX simulation 
HI and H2 semi-
analytical model made 
by post-processing the 
Millennium simulation. 

1902 OBRESCHKOW ET AL. Vol. 703

Figure 9. Simulated sky field covering 3 ! 1 arcmin2. The three panels correspond to three different redshift slices, with an identical comoving depth of 240 Mpc.
The coloring is identical to Figure 4, but the flux scales are 10 times smaller at z = 3 and 100 times smaller at z = 6.

APPENDIX D

ANALYTIC FITS FOR dN/dz-FUNCTIONS

Table 1 lists the values of the parameters c1, c2, and c3 for
the analytic dN/dz fit of Equation (15). The parameters are
given for both peak-flux-density-limited and integrated-flux-
limited surveys, although the functions have only been dis-
played for the peak flux density limited case. Since apparent
line widths are typically of order 100 km s"1, surveys lim-
ited by a flux density slim and those limited by a velocity-
integrated flux SV

lim = slim ! 100 km s"1 have similar dN/dz
functions.

The sensitivity of a survey may be high enough that galaxies
are detected in regions of the galaxy MF, where the simulation is
incomplete. In fact, for each emission line and each sensitivity
limit, there is a critical redshift zc, below which sources
of the incomplete part of the simulated galaxy MF will be
detected at a sufficiently high rate that the number of real
detections will significantly exceed the number of simulated
detections. Therefore, the simulated dN/dz functions at z ! zc
must be considered as lower limits. As in Section 3.2, we
shall define zc as the redshift, below which the fraction of
sources with hydrogen masses below 108 M# (completeness
limit) is larger than 1%, noting that the fraction of actually

No. 2, 2009 H i AND CO OBSERVING CONES 1901

This effort/activity is supported by the European Commu-
nity Framework Programme 6, Square Kilometre Array Design
Studies (SKADS), contract No. 011938. The Millennium Simu-
lation databases and the web application providing online access
to them were constructed as part of the activities of the German
Astrophysical Virtual Observatory.

APPENDIX A

HOW TO RECOVER LINE PROFILES FROM CATALOG
PROPERTIES

In Section 2.4, the normalized profiles of the H i- and CO-
emission lines have been parameterized using the five parame-
ters !obs

0 , !obs
max, wobs

peak, wobs
50 , and wobs

20 (see Figure 8). From these
parameters, the original normalized velocity profiles !(V ) can
be approximately recovered using the analytic function

!approx(V ) =

!
"

#
k3 exp

$
! (|V |!k1)2

k2

%
if|V | ! wobs

peak/2,
k5"

k4!V 2
if|V | < wobs

peak/2,

(A1)
where ki, i # {1, . . . , 5}, are free parameters. Equation (A1)
combines the functional form of Equation (42) in Obreschkow
et al. (2009a) for the center of the emission line with a Gaussian
for the tails of the emission line. The five parameters ki can be
inferred from the parameters !obs

0 , !obs
max, wobs

peak, wobs
50 , and wobs

20 .
The analytic solution is

k1 = 1
4

ln(0.5)
&
wobs

peak
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20
2' + ln(0.2)

&
wobs

50
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2'
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&
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'
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&
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(A2)

k2 =
0.25

&
wobs
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'
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, (A3)
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max exp
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'2

4 k2

)

, (A4)

k4 = 1
4

wobs
peak

2 !obs
max

2

!obs
max

2 ! !obs
0

2 , (A5)

k5 = !obs
0

*
k4. (A6)

Figure 8 compares a simulated normalized H i-emission line
with the emission line recovered using Equations (A1)–(A6).

We note that some emission lines, especially those of galaxies
seen face-on, peak at the line center. These lines have wobs

peak = 0,
and therefore Equation (A1) reduces to the Gaussian tails.

APPENDIX B

ONLINE-ACCESS TO THE SKY SIMULATION

One particular realization of the mock observing cone, i.e.,
one choice of random symmetry operations for the repli-
cated simulation boxes (see Section 2.2), can be access on-
line via http://s-cubed.physics.ox.ac.uk/ (go to “S3-SAX-Sky”).
Each galaxy in the virtual observing cone is specified by
a list of properties, including its position, its attributes for

Figure 8. Comparison of a simulated normalized emission line !(V ) (solid
line) with the emission line !approx(V ) (dashed line), recovered from the five
parameters !obs

0 , !obs
max, wobs

peak, wobs
50 , and wobs

20 .
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

the H i- and CO-emission lines, as well as its intrinsic prop-
erties of the DeLucia-catalog, such as optical magnitudes,
masses, star formation rates, clustering properties, or merger
histories.

The accessible database contains two subsets, a full sky sim-
ulation ($ 2.8 % 108 galaxies), associated with the Millennium
Simulation (sbox = 500 h!1 Mpc), and a small sky simulation
($ 4.5 % 106 galaxies), associated with the Milli-Millennium
Simulation (sbox = 62.5 h!1 Mpc). The solid angle subtended
by the small sky simulation is 64 times smaller than of the full
sky simulation. However, the small simulation can be useful for
testing purposes, since it can be accessed and post-processed
10–100 times faster.

The maximal opening angle ! of the sky field depends on the
maximal comoving distance DC,max (or the maximal redshift
zmax) via Equation (5) (see also Figure 2). The user must be
aware that there are no galaxies outside this maximal opening
angle, i.e., galaxies only exist, where |R.A.| and |decl.| are
smaller than !/2.

The database can be queried using the structured query lan-
guage (SQL) interface. The latter not only allows the user
to download a particular galaxy sample, but it also offers
ways to directly calculate dN/dz functions and luminos-
ity functions or to retrieve all the galaxies of a particular
cluster. Samples of such advanced queries are given on the
web-page.

APPENDIX C

ILLUSTRATION OF A SKY FIELD IN DIFFERENT
REDSHIFT BINS

Figure 9 shows the H i and CO of the galaxies in a mock
sky field of 3 % 1 arcmin2 at three different redshifts. Each
redshift slice has the same comoving thickness of 240 Mpc,
such that the number of galaxies is proportional to the co-
moving space density of galaxies. Note, however, that the
flux scales differ between the three panels of Figure 9. The
main features of the galaxies in Figure 9 are discussed in
Section 3.1.

1896 OBRESCHKOW ET AL. Vol. 703

Figure 4. Illustration of the galaxies in the redshift range z = 1.0–1.1 in a small field of 1 arcmin2. The full field of view of the observing cone is 60,000 times
larger than this example. The gradual coloring represents integrated line fluxes per unit solid angle for H i (left) and CO(1–0) (right). The different color tones for CO
represent the brightness temperature intensity ratio ICO(5!4)/ICO(1!0). The white contours around H i sources represent iso-density curves of CO at the 50 percentile
level of the full CO density scale and vise versa.

diameter distance at z " 6 is about 25% smaller, hence the same
physical scales appear slightly oversized. The size evolution of
the galaxies reflects the cosmic evolution of the volume/mass
ratio of the dark matter halos (Gunn & Gott 1972). We discussed
the impact of this evolution on the surface densities of H i and
H2 in Obreschkow & Rawlings (2009a).

Secondly, the CO(5–4)/CO(1–0) line ratios of CO-detectable
galaxies increases with redshift. In fact, at z " 6 no galaxy with
a line ratio significantly below unity (i.e., with yellow coloring)
can be seen. This feature relies partially on the compactness
of the galaxies, which, according to our model for CO lines
(Obreschkow et al. 2009b), allows an efficient heating by star
formation. An additional reason for the absence of low CO(5–
4)/CO(1–0) line ratios at z ! 6 is that molecular gas in galaxies
with no significant star formation and no AGN will be hardly
detectable in CO due to its near thermal equilibrium with the
CMB.

3.2. dN/dz for a Peak Flux Density Limited Survey

In the simulated observing cone, we can readily count the
number of galaxies per redshift interval with line fluxes above
a certain threshold. This dN/dz analysis is a key step toward
the prediction of the number of sources detectable with any
particular telescope and survey strategy. In this section, we
focus on the number of sources detected in a peak-flux-density-
limited survey, and we restrict the presented results to the H i-,
CO(1–0)-, CO(5–4)-, and CO(10–9)-emission lines. Results
for other CO-emission lines and/or for integrated flux limited
surveys are presented in Appendix D.

Figure 5 shows the dN/dz functions for six different peak
flux density limits, logarithmically spaced between 1mJy and
10nJy. Peak flux densities for each source and emission line are

calculated in the way described in Section 2.4. This method
accounts for the different gas distributions, rotation curves,
and inclinations of the galaxies. Every source with a peak
flux density above the peak flux density limit is considered as
detected, while all other sources are considered as non-detected.
Different aspects of Figure 5 will be discussed in detail over the
following paragraphs.

3.2.1. Cosmic Variance

The simulated dN/dz functions shown in Figure 5 (solid and
dotted lines) correspond to a bin size of !z = 0.1 and a sky field
of 4 # 4 deg2, extracted from one particular realization of the
mock observing cone, that is one random choice of symmetry
operations for the replicated simulation boxes (see Section 2.2).
The wiggles visible in the simulated dN/dz functions are
physical. Similar wiggles can be expected for a real sky survey
of a sky field of 4 # 4 deg2 with a redshift bin size of !z = 0.1.
The fact that the amplitude of those wiggles does not decrease as
1/

$
dN/dz clearly uncovers the presence of the cosmic large-

scale structure, also visible in Figure 3.
To quantify the effects of cosmic variance, we now consider

the dN/dz functions extracted from five different random
realizations of the mock observing cone. Figure 6 shows the
corresponding dN/dz functions for a peak flux limited H i
survey with a peak flux limit of 1µJy. Each function uses a
bin size of !z = 0.1 and a small sky field of 1 # 1 deg2

in order to make the effects of cosmic structure obvious.
As a rough estimate the log-scatter between the different
dN/dz functions is about 0.1 dex. From this small scatter,
we conclude that cosmic variance is, in most cases, negligible
compared to the uncertainties of the semi-analytic galaxy
model.

Obreschkow	  2009	  
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S3-SAX Tully-Fisher 
relation 

•  1.2 Million galaxies 
•  Blue diamonds =  
•  White diamonds =   
              before  
 correction 

•  Black circles = 
averages from 
individual galaxies 
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Simulated HIPASS 
5 independent regions of the S3-SAX box were selected and 
HIPASS was reproduced. TFR reproduced extremely well 
using HI stacking technique.  
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Figure 2. Illustration of our method to model H i emission lines. For each model
galaxy, we compute an axially symmetric H i density profile !H i(r) and a circular
velocity profile V total

c (r) based on mass distribution in the halo, disk, and bulge.
Convolving !H i(r) with V total

c (r) yields an ideal edge-on emission line (panel
(c), dashed line), which is smoothed with a Gaussian Kernel of ! = 8 km s!1

to account for the velocity dispersion typical for the local universe (panel (c),
solid line).

velocity profiles V total
c (r) = (V halo

c
2(r)+V disk

c
2(r)+V

bulge
c

2
(r))1/2

are calculated from the circular velocities implied by the
gravitational potentials of the DM halo, the galactic disk, and
the central bulge, respectively. Convolving V total

c (r) with !H i(r)
then results in a model for the frequency-resolved H i emission
line (dashed line in Figure 2(c)), which, when convolved with
a Gaussian Kernel for dispersion, turns into a smooth profile
(solid line).

Departing from the cubic box of the Millennium simulation
populated with model-galaxies with resolved H i emission lines,
Obreschkow et al. (2009b) produced a sky-model with apparent
extra-galactic H i emission as seen by a fixed observer. To do so,
the Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) of the model-galaxies were
mapped onto apparent positions, i.e., right-ascension (R.A.),
declination (decl.), and redshift z, using the method of Blaizot
et al. (2005). This method explicitly accounts for the fact that
galaxies more distant from the observer are seen at an earlier
stage in their cosmic evolution. Along with this mapping, the
intrinsic H i luminosities are transformed into observable fluxes.
Moreover, the H i emission line of each galaxy is corrected for
the inclination of the galaxy, respecting, however, the isotropy

500 Mpch-1

500
Mpc

h-1

cp
M

005
h-1

Figure 3. The five colors represent our five virtual HIPASS volumes fitted inside
the cubic box of the Millennium simulation. The box obeys periodic boundary
conditions, such that the truncated volumes (blue and purple) are in fact simply
connected. The five HIPASS volumes do not overlap and can hence be used to
estimate the magnitude of cosmic variance.

of turbulent/thermal dispersion. The linewidth W50 at the 50%-
level of the peak flux density is then measured from the
apparent H i line of the inclined model galaxy. To allow a clean
comparison with observations, we then calculate the circular
velocity Vc of a model galaxy via Equation (2). This is an
important step, since Vc can differ from the asymptotic value of
V total

c (r " #) by up to 30% for some galaxies with relatively
compact H i distributions.

For the purpose of this paper, we realized five different virtual
skies by placing the cosmic volume probed by HIPASS five
times inside the simulation box of the Millennium simulation
as shown in Figure 3. There is no overlap between these five
sub-volumes, making them (almost) statistically independent.
These five virtual sky volumes will be used to quantify the
effects of cosmic variance, that is, the random effects of the
locally inhomogeneous large scale structure.

When comparing the S3-SAX-model against HIPASS, it is
crucial to note that the gridded beam of the HIPASS data
measures 15.$5 at full-width-half-max. Using the S3-SAXsky-
model, we find that this limited spatial resolution implies a non-
negligible probability for two or more H i disks to be confused,
i.e., to fall inside the same beam and simultaneously overlap
in frequency. Hence, this confusion must be accounted for
when comparing observations against simulations. We do so
by merging simulated galaxies, whose centroids are separated
by less than 15.$5 and whose H i lines overlap in frequency. The
common H i mass is then taken as the sum of the individual
components and W50 is measured from the combined line as
shown in Figure 4. We further define the circular velocity Vc
of the merged object as the H i mass-weighted average of the
circular velocities of the components. This procedure reduces
the number of simulated sources by about 2%.

2.3. Sample Selection

Let us now construct subsamples of sources in HIPASS and
S3-SAX using identical selection criteria. Two types of samples

3

Obreschkow	  2009	  
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Real data (HIPASS & HICAT) 

Extended Tully-Fisher relations using HI stacking - Scott Meyer 13

HIPASS 
Galaxy selection was kept to a minimum: Galaxies to be 
stacked were only cut based on angle from CMB equator. Red 
galaxies were cut based on angle from CMB equator as well 
as a 45 degree cut. 
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Extension work 

Extended Tully-Fisher relations using HI stacking - Scott Meyer 14

Non-detections 
Work is on-going in the HIPASS region by stacking 6df 
galaxies (non-detections in radio). 
SKA 
With significantly deeper data sets such as DINGO, 
WALLABY and LADUMA, stacking can be used to squeeze 
more science out of these instruments. 
Other uses for stacking 
So far stacking has only been used to recover total HI flux 
(and now average rotation velocities), how far can we take 
this technique? 
Optical and Radio survey overlap 
This work relies heavily on overlapping optical (or IR) and 
radio surveys. 
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Summary 

Extended Tully-Fisher relations using HI stacking - Scott Meyer 15

Calibrations and simulated data 
•  Analytical galaxies 
•  Simulated galaxies (from the S3-SAX model) 

Real data test case (HIPASS and HICAT) 
•  HIPASS direct detections 

Extension work 
•  Non-detections 
•  SKA 
•  Other stacking work 
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Extra plots 
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Millennium	  

HIPASS	  simula<on	  
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Extra plots 
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